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I. INTRODUCTION

This report describes tests to assess the initiation behavior and detonation properties of the liquid propellant, NOSET-A. NOSET-A is a clear, yellow liquid consisting of triethylene glycol dinitrate with 3% of dibutyl sebacate and 1% ethyl centralite, added respectively as a desensitizer and a stabilizer. The density of the liquid is 1.30 g/cm³ at a temperature of 20°C. The explosive properties of NOSET-A to our knowledge have not been reported.

One purpose of this study was to obtain critical pressure* values for assessing the hazards of explosion in the event the propellant were exposed to a shock or blast environment. It is considered that the probability of any explosive material being detonated by mechanical shocks is a function of the shock pressure transmitted into the material. If the material is detonable and is subjected to a shock below its detonation pressure, chemical reaction will still occur and accelerate if the shock is of sufficient amplitude and duration. The shock will travel a measurable distance (called the run distance) within the explosive before detonation results. The lower the transmitted shock pressure the greater will be the run distance and the time before detonation occurs. Below some critical pressure however, detonation will not occur and reaction ordinarily will be quenched.

There are a number of tests which can give information on the critical pressure for detonation to result, e.g., calibrated gap tests. However the wedge test, reference 1 and Figure 1, is admirably suited to this measurement, and yields not only the critical pressure but the time and run distance within the explosive before a steady detonation wave is observed. In the test, a shock of known amplitude is transmitted to a wedge of the test explosive by a calibrated plane pressure pulse from an inert shocked material. The time and run distance are detected by measuring the velocity and position of the transmitted shock wave by high-speed smear camera photography. These measurements allow comparisons to be made of the sensitivity behavior of explosives when shock-initiated. The test can also compare explosives by determining the pressure and time required to induce significant reaction in them when they are shocked.

*The pressure needed to detonate an explosive at the 50% probability level.
Prior to the wedge experiments, it was necessary to determine whether the NOSET-A was detonable and if so, to determine its detonation properties. As will be shown in the next section of this report, the detonation and transition to detonation properties of NOSET-A are comparable to those of the explosive nitromethane and are different from those of Otto Fuel II. Otto Fuel II, which is to be replaced by NOSET-A does not build to detonation in the NOL wedge test.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. DETONATION VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS. Some propellant materials subjected to strong mechanical shocks may be readily ignitable, however, they might undergo the transition to full detonation only with difficulty, i.e., under conditions of large size and heavy confinement. Before conducting more sophisticated experiments it was necessary to establish whether NOSET-A was detonable in the arrangements normally used for measuring initiation and detonation properties. Small-scale firings, at 29°F, 50°F, and 60°F with the liquid contained in metal cylinders, were used to assess the detonability of NOSET-A. High-speed smear camera photography was used to measure the shock wave velocity in the liquid. In these firings the propellant was confined in 8-inch long copper tubes having a 2-inch I.D. and 0.21-inch thick walls. One end of the tube was sealed with a 2-inch thick steel witness plate. Evenly spaced 0.5-inch diameter holes were drilled along a line and through the walls of the tubes. The holes were covered by a thin strip of plastic which was attached to the inner tube wall. The holes served as ports for viewing luminosity through the slit of the smear camera. Initiation of the NOSET-A was accomplished by a booster consisting of a 2-inch long by 2-inch diameter pentolite pellet and a pentolite-baratol plane wave generator.

The velocity measurements showed that the start and propagation of an energetic reaction in NOSET-A was strongly affected by the temperature. At 50°F and 60°F NOSET-A detonated. This was evident from the propagation velocity of 5950 m/sec and the 0.5-inch deep crater produced in the steel witness plate. The plate also showed considerable spall. The effect of the detonation at 60°F on the steel plate is shown in Figure 2a. At 29°F, however, NOSET-A failed to detonate. Although ignition occurred under the conditions of confinement and boosting described above, detonation did not propagate. This fact was evident from both the high-speed smear camera photographs and the undented steel witness plate (see Figure 2b). In comparison, Otto Fuel II in the above geometry at 60°F shows signs of failure after 6-inches of propagation, yielding an overdriven non-steady shock velocity of 4950 m/sec. Thus in 2-inch diameter copper tubes, Otto Fuel II appears to be in a subcritical state since its detonation velocity in 2-inch diameter brass tubes is ~6000 m/sec.

B. DETONATION PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS. Air shock measurements at the end of detonating cylinders of NOSET-A were used to determine values of the detonation pressure and the isentropic exponent for the expansion of NOSET-A explosion products. In these measurements the setup was identical to the arrangement for measuring detonation velocities except that the 2-inch thick steel witness plate was removed from
one end of the copper cylinder. The NOSET-A was boostered as described above and the shock from the explosion emerging at the open end of the cylinder into air, was back-lighted using an exploding wire and a collimating lens. The initial velocity of the air shock was determined by extrapolating the slope of smear camera trace to the end of the NOSET-A cylinder.

The initial shock velocity measured from NOSET-A detonating in air was 5800 m/sec. This velocity was used with the shock impedance equations derived in reference 5 and the shock Hugoniot relations for air to obtain the detonation pressure and isentropic exponent of expansion for the explosion products. In these determinations, using the detonation velocity, D, of 5950 m/sec, measured in the above tests, we obtained a detonation pressure of 170 kbars and an isentropic exponent, γ, of 1.71. Using this value of γ we calculated the heat of detonation, Q, as 573 cal/g for NOSET-A, according to the relationship:

\[ Q = \frac{D^2}{2(\gamma - 1)} \]  

(1)

These values of the detonation pressure and heat of detonation are 40% and 80% greater respectively than similar values for Otto Fuel.

C. WEDGE TESTS. The experimental arrangement for the wedge tests is shown in Figure 1. The shock pressure imparted to the liquid propellant was varied by using calibrated explosive plane wave shock systems (Table 1). These systems were calibrated from free-surface velocity and shock velocity measurements of the driver plate material. The known Hugoniot equation-of-state of the driver plate material was then used to obtain the incident shock pressures produced by the systems. The transmitted pressure in NOSET-A was obtained by impedance matching.

In the test arrangement the liquid was contained within an indented wedge section of a Plexiglas plate. The inclined surface of the indented wedge section was machined at an appropriate angle (30° or 11°) to allow the formation of a liquid wedge of the desired maximum thickness. The Plexiglas plate was attached to the driver plate so that one surface of the propellant within the indented wedge section was in contact with the driver plate and the other propellant surface was in contact with the indented plexiglas wedge surface. An aluminumized mylar strip was attached to the surface of the indented section to provide a reflective surface for detecting the emergence of the shock wave at the liquid-Plexiglas interface, using the reflected-light smear camera technique described previously.

1. Wedge Test Smear Camera Record. A smear camera record of a wedge experiment (Shock System 4 in Table 1) is shown in Figure 3 with time increasing from left to right. The sharp decrease in reflected light when shock waves are incident on reflecting surfaces allows the
camera to record the shock arrivals. These events appear as sharp light intensity changes on the camera record. The light intensity changes, designated (1) in the record, give information on the arrival of a shock wave at the surface of the shock driver plate. The change at (2) denotes the shock wave arrival at the free surface of a metal pellet attached to the driver plate surface. The difference between the times of arrival for these events, (1) and (2), is the transit time of the incident shock in the pellet. The pellet's thickness divided by this time gives an average shock velocity which permits the incident shock pressure, $P_A$, in Table 1 to be obtained from knowledge of the driver plate material's Hugoniot equation-of-state. The velocity of the transmitted shock wave in the liquid wedge was determined by the slope of the line trace labeled (3).

After an induction period of 0.3 microsec, a detonation wave (4) propagates in the previously shock-compressed liquid propellant, catching and interacting with the, initially inert, steady shock wave at (5). The detonation becomes overdriven at point (6) in the liquid. The transmitted shock in this small portion of the run distance accelerates to a velocity near 8600 m/sec which is 40% higher than the normal detonation velocity of NOSET-A. This overshoot phenomena is typical of the behavior noted in other liquid explosives, i.e., nitromethane and some composite propellants and pressed TNT. The overshoot then decays into a normal steady state detonation (7). The point (8) is the detonation wave arrival at the constant thickness portion of the NOSET-A within the Plexiglas container.

The pictorial x-t diagram of Figure 4 shows the wave propagation in the liquid propellant for detonation. An initial transmitted shock wave causes no measurable chemical reaction and the NOSET-A behaves like an inert liquid in which the shock wave velocity is constant. After a period of time, detonation occurs in the pre-compressed propellant near the driver plate-liquid interface. This overdriven detonation wave travels faster than the initial transmitted shock. Since it is moving into liquid that has been compressed to a higher density than the initially unshocked liquid, it is traveling at a velocity faster than the steady detonation velocity, i.e., by a surplus velocity equal to the particle velocity behind the initial transmitted shock wave. Thus the detonation wave catches the initial transmitted shock and overshoots its steady velocity value. The "overshoot" decays rapidly however, and the wave becomes steady.

2. Wedge Tests Results. Table 1 lists values of the instantaneous shock velocity, $D_N$, measured in the regime (7) of the trace in Figure 3 where a steady state is reached. These values are only slightly larger (within 10%) than the value of the detonation velocity of NOSET-A measured with the liquid confined in 2-inch diameter copper tubes. The initial shock velocity, i.e., the value at small wedge...
thicknesses associated with region (3) of Figure 3, is designated \( U_N \) in Table 1. By impedance matching with this shock velocity for the first three systems in Table 1, and the pressure-particle velocity relation of the driver plate material, we obtained a pressure-volume (Hugoniot) curve for the propellant where no reaction was assumed. These data are \( P_N \) and \( V_N \) in Table 1. If reaction results from the shock impact the results will deviate from the unreacted curve. This deviation allows detection of the pressure regime where significant reaction occurs and will be discussed later.

The distance, \( X_N \), in Table 1, is the distance from the driver plate-interface to a point in the liquid where the transition from an inert shock to a single steady detonation wave is complete. The data show that the distance, \( X_N \) decreases \( \approx 30\% \) when the transmitted shock pressure \( P_N \), is increased from 133 to 152 kbars. In one case, however, when the transmitted shock was delivered by System No. 7 in Table 1, initiation occurred immediately at the driver plate-liquid interface. The instantaneous shock velocity was constant throughout the shock run and had a value of \( \approx 700 \) m/sec. This value is \( \approx 20\% \) greater than the normal NOSET-A detonation velocity and indicates that the incident shock impact initiated overdriven detonation.

It is apparent from the data in Table 1 that NOSET-A will transform to detonation under the shock impacts in the wedge test at a critical pressure between 114 - 130 kbars. This result indicates that NOSET-A is more shock sensitive than Otto Fuel II which did not display detonation build-up in the wedge test geometry used here. It is possible however that Otto Fuel II would behave differently in a larger wedge size. The detonation velocity data indicates it has a larger failure diameter than NOSET-A. On the other hand the build-up characteristics of NOSET-A are similar to the transition of nitromethane as first described in reference 2. Nitromethane however is somewhat more shock-sensitive; its critical pressure for a shock transition is between 80 - 90 kbars.

In Figure 5 the pressure-particle velocity curves for NOSET-A and Otto Fuel II are given. A comparison between the two curves shows that the two propellants are quite similar in their dynamic compressibility characteristics. (The pressure and particle velocity are related to the compression by the conservation of mass and momentum.) The data however represent unreacted shock states. When chemical reaction occurs the energy evolved causes the transmitted shock to accelerate. This behavior is indicated in Figure 5 by a large offset in the \( P-u \) data. It is probable that the data above \( \approx 130 \) kbar in Figure 5 is affected by chemical reaction. Consequently, that data was not used to determine the unreacted shock states in the \( P - V \) plane.

The dynamic compressibility (Hugoniot) curve obtained from the unreacted \( P-u \) data is plotted in Figure 6 and compared there with a similar curve for TNT. As expected, the NOSET-A curve lies to the right of the curve for TNT, i.e., NOSET-A is substantially more compressible than TNT.
III. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the wedge test results indicate that NOSET-A can be detonated by shock pressures in the range of 110 - 130 kbars.

In comparison with Otto Fuel II, NOSET-A has a smaller detonation failure diameter. Our experience with Otto Fuel II indicates that it is less shock sensitive than NOSET-A.

The detonability (critical diameter) of NOSET-A is strongly affected by the temperature. Detonation propagates at 5950 m/sec when heavily-confined NOSET-A is initiated at 60°F by plane wave boostering. Detonation failure occurs when NOSET-A is at 29°F.

The detonation pressure of NOSET-A initially at 60°F, is 170 kbars, which is ~30% greater than the detonation pressure of Otto Fuel II.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shock System Explosive Thickness (cm)</th>
<th>Shock Driver Plate Thickness (cm)</th>
<th>Stress $P_A$ (Kbar)</th>
<th>Shock Velocity $U_N$ (mm/μsec)</th>
<th>Detonation Velocity $D_N$ (mm/μsec)</th>
<th>Distance $X_N$ (mm)</th>
<th>Stress $P_N$ (Kbar)</th>
<th>Particle Velocity $V_P^*$ (mm/μsec)</th>
<th>Relative Volume $V_N/V_O$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 2.54 AP</td>
<td>1.27 Brass</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>.734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2.54 AP</td>
<td>1.27 Aluminum</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2.54 TNT</td>
<td>1.27 Aluminum</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>.613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2.54 Comp B</td>
<td>1.27 Aluminum</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 2.54 Comp B</td>
<td>1.27 Aluminum</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 2.54 Comp B</td>
<td>1.27 Aluminum</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>6.49</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 2.54 Comp B</td>
<td>0.74 Plexiglas</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.37</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A - Attenuator
N - NOSET-A
*These values are obtained by impedance matching for the initial transmitted shock where no reaction was assumed.
FIG. 1 (U) LIQUID WEDGE-TEST ARRANGEMENT (U)
A. $60^\circ F$

B. $29^\circ F$

FIG. 2 (U) A. THE EFFECT OF A CYLINDRICAL DETONATION OF NOSET-A ON A STEEL WITNESS PLATE AT $60^\circ F$

B. DETONATION FAILURE OCCURS AT $29^\circ F$
FIG. 3 (U) SMEAR CAMERA RECORD OF SHOCK-TO-DETONATION TRANSITION IN A NOSET-A WEDGE (U)
FIG. 4 (U) x-t DIAGRAM OF SHOCK TRANSITION IN NOSET-A (U)
FIG. 5 (U) PRESSURE (P) - PARTICLE VELOCITY ($u_p$) OF NOSET-A AND OTTO FUEL (U)
FIG. 6 (U) HUGONIOT EQUATION-OF-STATE OF NOSET-A AND TNT (U)
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THE SHOCK-TO-DETONATION TRANSITION IN TRIETHYLENE GLYCOL DINITRATE (MOSET-A)

The detonation and detonation buildup properties of triethylene glycol dinitrate (MOSET-A) were evaluated in small-scale detonation and wedge tests. The detonation velocity is strongly affected by the temperature. Detonation propagates at 5950 m/sec when the heavily confined liquid at 60°F is initiated by a plane-wave booster. Failure however occurs when the MOSET-A is at 29°F. The detonation pressure at 45°F is 170 kbars. MOSET-A transforms to detonation in the wedge test at transmitted pressures in the range of 110 - 130 kbars with a behavior similar to nitromethane.
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